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ABSTRACT
With the emergence of the wearable devices, the method to make
use of the limited input space is required. This paper presents
an input technique to a computer by rubbing face using optical
sensors on smart eyewear. Since rubbing gesture occurs in daily
life, our system enables a subtle interaction between the user and
a computer. We used the smart eyewear based on the work by [5].
Although the device is developed for facial expression recognition,
our method can recognize rubbing gesture independent from facial
expression recognition.
The embedded optical sensors measure the skin deformation
caused by rubbing on the face. We detect the gestures using principal component analysis (PCA) and peak detection. we classify the
area of the gesture with a random forest classifier. The accuracy of
detecting rubbing gesture is 97.5%. The classification accuracy of 10
gesture area is 88.7% with user-independent training. The system
can open up a new interaction method for smart glasses.
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INTRODUCTION

In recent years, various wearable devices became available such as
smart watches, smart headsets, smart clothes and so on. Among
wearable devices, smart glasses are attracting attention [1]. Many
companies develop optical see-through displays (OST) for augmented reality application. JINS made a smart eyewear (JINS MEME)
that can measure the physical condition of the user. However, the
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Figure 1: Left: the eyewear device used for the recognition.
Right: the user makes a rubbing gesture on face.

wearable devices have only the limited input space because of the
small size. It is cumbersome to operate the device from additional
devices. Also, in the situations where OST is used, it is preferable
for the user to control the information without being noticed by the
other party. For example, people would like to cut off unexpected
notifications during meetings or access manuscripts during a presentation while keeping eye contacts on the audiences. However,
current input technologies like tapping or flicks use only a limited
input space and mid-air gestures are noticeable and not subtle.
In this paper, we introduce a new input method of hand-to-face
gesture using optical sensors on the smart eyewear (Figure 1). We
used the redesigned device proposed by [5]. Although the device
is developed for facial expression recognition, we make use of the
sensors for an input method to a computer. This method allows
users to input various commands by rubbing the different areas
of the facial surface. The technology can be integrated not only
into the proposed device but more general eyewear computing
devices such as an OST because of the small factor of the optical
sensors. The advantages of adopting the rubbing gesture are as
follows. First, we can recognize the rubbing gestures independent
from facial expression because there is no periodic motion change
in facial expression change. It means we can use our gesture recognition method while we measure facial expressions with the device.
Although a directional touch on the face could be recognized using
optical sensors on the device, there has the risk of misclassification
as a facial expression change. Second, it allows a subtle interaction.
The gesture is less obvious than a mid-air gesture or touching gesture to a device since rubbing a face is one of the physiological
behaviors that can occur in daily life.
The contributions of our research are 1) Algorithm development
for recognizing rubbing gestures on the face. We describe three
phases for the recognition of the rubbing gesture: pre-processing,
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Figure 2: The sensors on the smart eyewear

Figure 3: The input space for rubbing gestures

gesture detection and gesture classification. 2) Technical Evaluation
of the gesture recognition. We run the study with five participants.
we describe the results and the implications.
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RELATED WORK

Researchers proposed the interaction methods to overcome the
limited input space of the devices with a small factor. Harrison et
al. presented Skinput that uses the skin on the arm and hand for an
input surface [2]. SkinWatch enabled an interaction modality for
a smart watch [7]. GestureSleeve is capable of detecting different
gestures on touch-enabled sleeves [8]. It allowed the user to control
a smartwatch without touching it.
Not only the input method on arms, many researchers explored
the hand-to-face input method. Serrano et al. focused on interacting with head-worn displays [9]. They explored the design space
for input gestures to faces. They used an infrared optical tracking system with six cameras and a proximity sensor to detect the
gestures. Kikuchi et al. proposed EarTouch [3]. The device is a
sensor-equipped earphone to enable an input to a computer by
touching ear. They used photo reflective sensors to recognize the
directional touch to the ear. A similar input method of directional
touch on cheek surface is developed by Yamashita et al [11]. It made
use of photo reflectors to detect the cheek deformation of the user.
Hairware is a capacitive touch sensor integrated into a hair extension [10]. It detected a variety of touches to the hair extension for
the triggering of different devices. Itchy Nose [4] detected various
finger movements to a nose using EOG sensors in smart eyewear.
These researches showed that the facial surface has a potential for
input to a computer. In the gesture set of Itchy Nose, rubbing is
included. We focus on rubbing gestures, and we consider various
areas rather than the nose.

Figure 4: The sensor recordings of 1)Top: when rubbing various areas on facial surface 2)Bottom: when moving the facial
muscles randomly
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THE SYSTEM

We used the redesigned version of the smart eyewear developed
by [5]. The device includes 16 photo reflective sensors (NJL5901AR1 produced by New Japan Radio Co., Ltd). Figure 2 shows its layout.
The photo reflective sensor consists of an infrared LED and a phototransistor. The sensors on the device collect the information about
periodic skin deformation caused by rubbing gestures. Since the
sensors are scattered on the front frame, the system can distinguish
the rubbing gestures among different areas on the face. The input
space considered in this work is shown in Figure 3.

3.1

The Algorithm

Firstly the user recorded the sensor data from the devices to see
the difference between the changes caused by rubbing gestures
and facial gestures (Figure 4). The top figure shows sensors values
changed while the user rubbed various areas on the facial surface.
The bottom figure displays when the user made facial gestures
randomly. We normalized each sensor value to the range from 0
to 1 for a better visualization. The rubbing gestures caused the
periodic sensor value changes in a short period while the facial
gesture changed sensor values over longer time. Based on the characteristics, we propose a gesture recognition algorithm as follows.
The algorithm consists of three phases; pre-processing, gesture detection, and gesture classification. We confirmed that our algorithm
did not misdetect any rubbing gesture from the recording of facial
gestures in Figure 4 despite the various change of sensor values.
We implemented the algorithm in Python.
3.1.1 Pre-Processing. From the device, we acquire a 16-dimensional
data sample per reading. The data sample is a subtraction of the
sensor values when the infrared LEDs of the sensors are on and
off. All the sensors are actuated at the same time. The sampling
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frequency is around 30 Hz. We apply a simple moving average of
three sequences to the data samples. We use a sliding window of
40 samples (i.e. around 1.3 seconds). We run the algorithm every
ten frames for the gesture detection.
3.1.2 Gesture Detection. We apply PCA to the data samples.
PCA reduces the dimensions to one-dimensional time-series data.
It includes the most dominant trend from the data samples. After
normalizing the time-series data to fit in the range from 0 to 1, we
apply peak detection algorithm (the python version of MATLAB
peak detection algorithm). We used the threshold determination
to detect the rubbing gestures. We count the number of upper
and lower peaks. If there are more than five peaks in the data, we
regard the data as the rubbing gesture to a certain area. It means
the algorithm detects the gesture if there are the three rubbings
in the time window. Since there is a slight chance that the noise
from ambient light can also cause many tiny peaks when the user
doesn’t move and make any gesture, we excluded the data from
the detection algorithm if the summation of absolute values of
the derivative of the data samples in the window is less than a
threshold.
3.1.3 Gesture Classification. If the rubbing gesture is detected,
we create features from the data samples in the window. The features are 16-dimensional: the summation of the absolute values of
the derivatives of each dimension of the data samples. We normalize the features so that the summation of the feature values is 1.
Then, we apply a random forest classifier to the features in order
to classify which area on the face is rubbed.
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TECHNICAL EVALUATION

The goal of this evaluation is to investigate the accuracy of the
proposed method. The five users (all of them are male in the 20s)
participated in the study. For this evaluation, we developed the software for recording the sensor data samples of the rubbing gestures.
We used Processing language. To avoid the influence of intense
ambient light, we conducted the study in a quiet room far from
windows. We used Python environment for the following analysis.
We assumed the user makes the gestures only with a neutral face.
Therefore, the participants held neutral face during the experiment.
Firstly, each participant sat on a chair in front of the laptop on
the desk. They wore the prototype with an eyewear band strap for
stability, and the observer started the software after explaining the
experiment detail.
In the first stage, we recorded 100 gestures (Rubbing gestures
to 10 areas X 10 times) each by each from every participant. The
numbers of the input areas are corresponded to Figure 3. The order
of the gestures the participants make is periodic (1 to 10). The
software showed the figure of the input space and the number of
the gesture area so as the participant can easily understand which
area to rub. In order not to limit how to rub, we did not instruct
which hand the user should use for the rubbing, the speed, and
direction of the rubbing during the recordings. We divided each
recording of the gesture into two phases. In the preparation phase
(2000 ms), the user settled the rubbing position and started rubbing
on a particular area. In the recording phase (3000 ms), the software
recorded the sensor data samples while the user was rubbing.

Figure 5: Confusion matrix of accuracy detecting rubbing
gestures to ten different spaces

In the second stage, we recorded 20 gestures (10 areas X 2 times)
from each participant. The recording was divided into four trials.
The observer told each participant to make the gestures in specific
ways (the number of the gesture area: 1-2-3-4-5, 6-7-8-9-10, 9-10-12-3, 4-5-6-7-8). In one time of the trial, the user made five gestures
in 25 seconds. Every time the user made a gesture to a certain area,
the user put their hands on their kees. This procedure created "no
detection time" between the gestures. We gave 5 seconds break
between the trials.

4.1

Results

First, we analyzed the data from the first experiment. We extracted
first 80 data samples from the recording of each gesture. We split the
samples into the two (first 40 samples and last 40 samples), i.e. we
got two gesture data from one rubbing gesture. After excluding the
outliers due to a lack of enough recording samples or a strong noise,
we acquired the dataset of 937 gesture data from the recordings
of five participants in total. We shuffled the dataset and applied
five cross-validation method to the dataset. Overall, the accuracy
of classifying ten gestures is 88.7% with user-independent datasets.
Figure 5 shows the confusion matrix. Most of the false positive come
from the adjacent area of the true positives. With user-dependent
datasets, the average accuracy is 91.7%. Table 1 shows the result
of each user. The accuracy of user A and B are around 80% that is
about 10 % lower than the accuracy of the others. It is because some
specific areas of the gestures of user A and B showed relatively less
accuracy. For example, 38% of the gestures of the User A to the area
2 is predicted as the gesture to area 3. Also, 41% of the gestures of
the User B to the area 4 is predicted as the gesture to area 3. In order
to hold higher accuracy, we can use only the areas not close to each
other. For example, the accuracy of classifying five areas(1,3,5,7,9)
is 95.6% with user-independent datasets.
Regarding the dataset acquired in the second experiment, we
merged the recording of each participant into one time-series data.
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Figure 6: The time-series recordings: the heat map of the sensor data and the result of the gesture recognition of User D

Table 1: The accuracy of classifying 10 gestures with userdependent datasets
User
Accuracy(%)

A
82.2

B
82.7

C
96.7

D
98.5

E
98.4

Average
91.1

Then, we applied our algorithm to the dataset. We trained the
classifier individually using each participant’s dataset from the first
experiment. From each detected gesture, we have the sequences of
the predicted results because the length of the gestures the users
made is different every time. We used the dominant prediction
result for estimating accuracy. We eliminated the dataset of User
A since the strong noise was measured. As the device stopped
for a short time while the user E used, the one gesture was not
recorded. Table 2 illuminates the summary of recordings from the
second experiment. The average accuracy of detecting the gesture
is 97.5%. The F1-Score is 0.987. The average accuracy of classifying
the gesture of the true positive is 91.0%.

Table 2: The summary of recording from the second stage.
TP:True Positive, FP: False Positive, FN: False Negative.
User
Detection(TP)
Detection(FP)
Detection(FN)
Detection(F1-Score)
Classification Accuracy(%)

B
20
1
0
0.976
80.0

C
20
0
0
1.00
90.0

D
20
0
0
1.00
100

E
18
0
1
0.973
94.4

ALL
78
1
1
0.987
91.0

Figure 6 shows the heat map of the sensor data and the result of
the gesture recognition of User D who showed the best performance
among the participants. To make a better visualization, we subtract
the initial values of the time-series data samples from all the data
samples and normalize with the maximum absolute value for each
sensor dimension. Although our system detected all the gestures,
there was an unrecognized point in the series of the detected gesture.
In those cases, we ignored the gap between the gestures if it was
short enough.

5

DISCUSSION AND LIMITATION

We focused on the area around eyes for the input since rubbing on
the area caused a big change of sensor values. However, rubbing on
the cheek can also cause the skin deformation on the areas covered
by the sensors. It means that we can use the larger area of the face.
It can expand the input areas, but it also could reduce the accuracy
of the gesture recognition.
There is a trade-off between the length of rubbing and robustness
of the gesture recognition. We used the window size of 40 for the
gesture recognition. If the size is too big, our algorithm may not
detect the gestures properly. Also, rubbing gesture detection may
take a long time. On the other hand, if the size is too small, it causes
false detections. For example, when the user blinks continuously
in short time, our system may recognize as a rubbing gesture.
Ambient light may inhibit from detecting gestures because intensive light makes sensor values saturated. Therefore, direct sunlight
should be avoided when users use the proposed method.
An intentional rubbing gesture may cause some problems. If the
user rubs too much on one certain area, this may lead to a rough
skin. In addition, the user with a makeup may hesitate to make a
rubbing gesture because the makeup comes off by the gesture.
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We presented the input method by rubbing a facial surface using
photo reflective sensors on smart eyewear. The input is subtle since
rubbing a facial surface can occur as a physiological behavior in
daily life. Although the system is developed for facial expression
recognition, our system can recognize rubbing gestures to various
areas independent of facial expression change. The accuracy of
classifying rubbing gestures on 10 different areas of the face is 88.7%
with user-independent datasets and 91.7% with user-dependent
datasets. F1-Score of the gesture detection is 0.987.
In the future, we would like to explore the applications based on
the recognized gesture patterns. We also consider the possibility
of hand-to-face input by implicit movements. Implicit movements
are an effective means to know the state of the person. According
to [6], the hand-to-face gesture can reveal the mind of the person.
it is useful to analyze daily user behaviors.
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